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The high performance mii 

Here 's the best mimeograph stencil 
printer we 've ever built. The A. B. Dick 
565 High Performance Mimeograph. 
Every labor-saving option , every auto
matic quality-control-everything we've 
learned in nearly 90 years of making 
mimeographs is built into this machine. 

It starts with a 
better inking system. 

It's the inking system , more than any
thing else, that makes a mimeograph 
perform. The jobs you can do, the range 
of papers you can use, the speed and 
dependability of your operation all de
pend on the way your mimeograph de
livers ink to paper. The A. B. Dick 565 
has a fully automatic inking system
and an extraordinarily fast-drying ink
to give you performance unsurpassed 
by any stencil printer. 

You can stencil print copies 
on true bond paper-

at low cost. 
Many stencil printers can only print on 
coarse , ink-absorbing papers. But with 
the 565, you can use the bond papers 
essential to quality printing. A. B. Dick 
paste ink doesn't have to be completely 
absorbed-it dries by air. 

No buttons, 
no dials, no pumps. 

Automatic inking means just that. Load 
paper, attach a stencil and run . On some 
machines, you force ink into the cylin
der system till you think you 've got 
enough. A misjudgement wastes time 
and paper. The 565's inking system 
needs no resetting for different papers 
or ~tencils. No false starts, no practic
ing , no experience necessary . 

Ink recovery is automatic too . The 
ink pad holds ink just below the sur
face in a " secondary reservoir. " You 
get bold , black impressions with no 
need to run throw-away copies. 

Smear-free printing on both 
sides of the page. 

How quick is quick-drying? At a speed 
of 7,800 copies per hour, each copy is 
dry when it hits the receiving tray . 
You'll never need blank slip sheets be
tween copies in the receiving tray. And 
you can print the back side of a page 
immediately after printing the front. 
From 16 pound bond to 110 pound card 
stock, you 'll find papers for almost any 
job work well with the 565. 

Variable speed assures 
consistently good copy. 

Just set the speed that's exactly right 
for the density of your copy. The 565 's 
speed varies from 65 to 130 copies per 
minute. Accurate copy registration is 
provided by a complete, continuous pa
per control system. 

Top-of-the-line extras make 
stencil printing easier. 

Fingertip controls let you reposition 
copy up or down, right or left, or diag
onally on the stencil -printed page. Once 
set, registration is automatic , every
thing appears in exactly the same place 

on each copy. Feed table raises auto
matically, to exact position, to feed 
each separate sheet. Three-way jogging 
gives you a neat stack of paper in the 
receiving tray. Patented paper corner 
separators go all the way to the bottom 
sheet to help prevent double sheets, 
wrinkled sheets, blanks or jams. They 
let you feed unevenly cut paper, and 
they accept hand-fed single sheets. Au
tomatic , preset copy counter lets you 
set the number of copies desired. When 
number is reached-bell rings and feed 
is shut off. 

Our new Sten'cil Maker transfers almost anything on paper , to 
a stencil , automatically. Even continuous-tone photographs. 
Use it with the 565 to make print-like copies at a fraction of the 
cost of printing. Now you can clip, paste and create. No need 
to be limited to typing , writing and drawing on stencils. 



meograph 



Paper Feed: Automatic. Corner sepa
rators separate each sheet of paper to 
be fed through the stencil printer by 
high-friction dual feed rollers . Adjust
able feed roll pressure. 

Feed Table: Automatic . Feed table rais
ing stop assures proper paper height. 
Feed table rises automatically. Holds 
500 sheets of 20 pound paper. Scale on 
feed table , and parallel moving guide 
rails provide quick, easy and accurate 
changing from one size paper to an
other. 
Paper Range: 3" x 5" to 9" x 15" fed au
tomatically in paper weights from 16 
pound paper to 110 pound index stock . 
Receiving Tray: Automatic. Perfect 
stacking of printed copies with three
way, jogging-receiving tray. Adjusta
ble for paper sizes from 3" x 5" to 9" 
X 15". 
Speed: Variable from 65 to 130 copies 
per minute. With the optional fluid ink 
system, you can print from 115 to 200 
copies per minute. 

Duplicating Area: Up to 7¼ " x 14" 
(legal size). 75/a " width optional. 
Maximum Stencil Size: 8½ " x 18". 

Impression Roller: Automatic. Contacts 
cylinder only when paper is fed . 

Specifications 

Strippers: Adjustable paper strippers 
eliminate jams caused by paper stick
ing to cylinder. 
Inking System: Closed cylinder. Ink is 
automatically distributed and unused 
ink automatically recovered . Long runs 
without re- inking. (Fluid ink system op
tional upon request.) 
Heavy-Duty Cylinder: Easy to use 
clamps for buttonhole-type stencils at 
head and tail ends of cylinder. Side 
clamps hold block-out material. 
Cylinder Brake: Holds cylinder in any 
desired position. Motor cannot be 
turned on when brake is on. 

Our business is copies. 

Registration: Excellent copy registra
tion. 

Copy Positioning: Vertical adjustment 
is 18 typewriter line spaces. Lateral ad
justment ¼ " overall. Angular copy 
adjustment. 

Copy Counter: Automatic . Preset count
ing clock type. Automatically counts 
desired number of printed copies up to 
2,000-bell rings , and feed is shut off. 

Self Instructions: Even those unfamiliar 
with a mimeograph can learn to run 
the Model 565. Instructions are concise, 
controls are identified -a boon to new 
operators, a reminder to others. 

Weight: 115 pounds . 

Dimensions: 37¾ " long , 19" high, 20¼ " 
wide. 

Dust Cover: Standard equipment. 

Construction: Heavy duty. Metal parts 
treated for corrosion resistance. Nylon, 
ball and oil-impregnated bearings. 

Finish: Easy to clean. Warm charcoal 
and mist gray. 

Motor: Integral part of machine . 1 /6 
H.P., 115 volt, 60 cycle A.G. (Other types 
available on request.) 

Specifi cat ions are subject to change wi thout notice. 

For use with all makes of suitable stencil 
duplicating products . 

A. B. Dick is a trademark of 
A . B . Dick Company 
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